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Our Whirlpool washing machine repair manual will help you to diagnose and troubleshoot your
Whirlpool washer problem, cheaply and easily. See easy to follow diagrams on how to take
apart your machine and replace the broken washer parts. Learn how to service and maintain
your Whirlpool washing machine yourself and keep it running like new. Our Whirlpool washing
machine repair manual can help you troubleshoot your machine. If your Whirlpool washer is
leaking; what things do you check first? Why not save yourself a lot of time, hassle, and money,
and just go there first? Diagnosis and repair procedures are included for the most common
symptoms, such as leaks, no fill or slow fill, clothes too wet after the cycle ends, no agitate, no
spin, no drain, timer, drive motor and other Whirlpool washer electrical troubles. Our Free
Whirlpool Washing Machine Repair Manual was designed to assist the novice technician in the
repair of home domestic washers that have been operating successfully for an extended period
of months or years and have only recently stopped operating properly, with no major change in
installation parameters or location. Find which Whirlpool washer parts in your machine need
replacing and how to do it yourself. Note: This manual does not cover Whirlpool front-loading
washers; only Whirlpool top-loader washing machines. Please share our. Whirlpool Washing
Machine Repair Manual. Whirlpool Washer Repair Our Whirlpool washing machine repair
manual will help you to diagnose and troubleshoot your Whirlpool washer problem, cheaply and
easily. No need to call an expensive serviceman, and then wait a couple of hours or DAYS for
him to show up! Whilpool Washer Troubleshooting Our Whirlpool washing machine repair
manual can help you troubleshoot your machine. Chapter 9: Frigidaire Washing Machine Repair.
Follow us on social media Facebook Twitter. All Rights Reserved. Last Updated: April 18,
References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who
validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 21 references cited in this article,
which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed 57, times. Learn
more Most newer Whirlpool washing machines come equipped with Lid Lock technology that
prevents them from being opened while in use. This feature seems pretty handyâ€”until it
malfunctions and your washer refuses to run. Tip: The lid lock mechanisms on some washers
are heat-activated, which means overriding them is as simple as letting them cool off. Let the
washer sit unplugged for about 10 minutes, then try lifting the lid. If it opens, you're all set.
We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips
and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image
may not be used by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Turn off
the washing machine and unplug it from the wall. If necessary, scoot the appliance away from
the wall just enough to expose the main power cord. Pull the cord free from the wall socket to
disable the power to the washer. If you decide to tinker with your washer without first
unplugging it, you could be putting yourself at risk of electrical shock. Shut off the water by
turning the twin supply valves counterclockwise. These valves will either be located in a
recessed nook on the wall behind the unit or under the utility sink, if your laundry room has
one. Slip a screwdriver blade under the edge of the housing on one side of the machine and
push directly against the clip inside to release it. Repeat this process on the second clip, then
raise the panel to get it out of your way. Identify the lid lock switch on the underside of the top
panel. On most models, it will be housed in a small box made of gray or black plastic. To avoid
making more work for yourself, leave both of these attachments as they are. Method 2 of Set a
magnet on the site where the lid lock switch meets the washer cabinet. Just make sure you
choose a thin one, like a refrigerator magnet, if you want to be able to close the lid completely.
The lid lock technology on many older washing machines works by using a strong magnetic
charge to keep the lid shut during the wash cycle. Replace the top panel, plug the washer in,
and perform a test wash. If your magnet is positioned properly, it will be possible for you to
open and close the lid at will during regular use. This work-around may be useful if you want to
be able to throw additional items in later on in the wash cycle without the machine cutting off
every time. Adjust the placement of the magnet if your washer is still stopping. Assuming the
appliance continues to behave the way it normally does, you may have no choice but to open it
back up and give it another shot. Try to line up your magnet with the exact spot on the top panel
where the lid lock switch usually hovers. Double-check that the attractive side of your magnet is
facing down. Otherwise, it may not generate a solid link with the solenoid. If you're having
trouble finding a magnet strong enough to maintain a connection, just unscrew the one that's

set into the edge of the washer lid. Method 3 of Remove the lid lock switch assembly. Lower the
assembly carefully and let it dangle freely from its wire harness at around chest level. Pry the
cover off of the assembly. These sorts of covers are almost always secured using retention
clips. Simply pull up on the clips with the edge of your thumb to disengage them. Then, lift off
the cover and set it aside. Hopefully, these will be color-coded. If not, the tech sheet will map
out the arrangement of the wires on the control board. Snip the wires corresponding to the lid
lock mechanism and lid switch. Grab a pair of pliers or some sharp scissors and make a nice
clean cut right through the center of each wire. Strip about 1 inch 2. Position the blades of your
wire strippers at the appropriate spot along the first wire and clamp the handles together
forcefully. Without letting go of the handles, drag the tool towards the loose end of the wire to
slide off the insulated coating. Twist the ends of the two wires together and join them with a
wire connector. Take each wire and gently roll the exposed strands between your thumb and
forefinger to group them. Once the strands are neatly mingled, hold the two wires side-by-side
and twist them together like a candy cane. Screw a plastic connector over the conjoined wire
ends to secure them. Smoothing the strands on the ends of the wires before you twist them
together will prevent them from sticking out awkwardly and ensure a clean connection.
Reassemble the washer and try it out. Tuck the newly joined wires back into the switch casing,
reinstall the removable cover, and press down on it until it clicks. Finally, plug the washer back
in and start it up. Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered.
Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being
published. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References About This Article. Co-authored
by:. Co-authors: 3. Updated: April 18, Categories: Washing Machines and Dryers. Thanks to all
authors for creating a page that has been read 57, times. Did this article help you? Yes No.
Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy.
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! To purchase a
water filter subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing account. Your
account allows you to track order history and provides for faster, easier purchasing and
customer assistance. Once your account is created, you will be returned to checkout to
complete your purchase. Forgot your Password? Whirlpool will be using the following
information we gathered from the external platform you selected to create your account. Washer
and dryer innovations help you skip steps in your routine and keep up with laundry from
anywhere. Shop Featured Model. Shop This Feature. Learn More. Pedestals raise your laundry
pair to a more comfortable height and provide additional storage for essentials. Shop Pedestals.
Daily life can be messy when your family is always on the go. Our innovative laundry features
help you wash more in a single load. Screen images simulated. Based on an 8-lb load. Actual
dispenser capacity varies by model. Appliance must be set to remote enable. Connected
Subscription may be required. Features subject to change. Details and privacy info at whirlpool.
Swash and Whirlpool are owned and distributed by Whirlpool Corporation. Subscribe to
Receive :. Total Price:. Our team is doing their best to resolve these issues and ensure a
positive shopping experience, and we appreciate your patience as we work diligently to address
these concerns. Continue Shopping. Session Timed Out Your session has expired. Kitchen
Appliances. Appliance IQ. Home Innovations. Explore Washers. Shop Washers. Explore Dryers.
Shop Dryers. Stacked Laundry Centers. Explore Top Load Laundry Set. Explore Front Load
Laundry Set. Commercial Laundry Equipment. Explore Small Space Laundry Appliances. Smart
Laundry Appliances. Home Solutions. Explore Refrigerators. Shop All Refrigerators. Shop
French Door. Shop Side-by-Side. Shop Top Freezer. Shop Bottom Freezer. Explore Ranges.
Shop Ranges. Explore Cooktops. Shop Cooktops. Wall Ovens. Explore Wall Ovens. Shop Wall
Ovens. Explore Microwaves. Shop Microwaves. Explore Dishwashers. Shop Dishwashers.
Explore Hoods. Shop Hoods. Shop Freezers. Ice Makers. Shop Ice Makers. Water Filters. Shop
Water Filters. Shop Compactors. Smart Kitchen Appliances. Explore 3rd Rack Dishwashers.
Explore Small Space Kitchen Appliances. Explore Smart Ranges. Explore Low Profile
Microwave Hood. Appliance Cleaners. Explore Connected Appliances. Voice Control. Works
with Yummly. Smart Integrations. Product Registration. Product Help. FAQs and Videos.
Connect Your Appliance. Contact Us. Schedule Service. Return Policy. Payment Options.
Extended Service Plans. Buying from Whirlpool. Sign In. Whirlpool Appliances. Explore
Washers Shop Washers. Explore Dryers Shop Dryers. Explore Ranges Shop Ranges. Explore
Cooktops Shop Cooktops. Explore Microwaves Shop Microwaves. Explore Dishwashers Shop
Dishwashers. Explore Hoods Shop Hoods. Create Your Account To purchase a water filter
subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing account. Link Example.
Sign in with Facebook. Yes, I'd like to receive occasional special offers, promotions, or other

e-mail marketing communications from Whirlpool and its affiliated brands. I agree to the Terms
of Use and Privacy Notice. For more information about our privacy practices and a list of
affiliated brands, please read out Privacy Notice. Create an Account. Whirlpool Brand U.
Laundry Appliances Keep laundry under control Washer and dryer innovations help you skip
steps in your routine and keep up with laundry from anywhere. Appliance Finder. Not sure what
you need? Help Me Choose. Washers and dryers to help you tackle laundry day Trust our
laundry appliance features and cycles. Designed for your laundry. Recommended by Whirlpool.
Redeem Offer. Discount taken off sale price excluding taxes and shipping. Only valid for new
orders on amazon. Offer subject to change. No cash value. Cannot be combined with other
offers or rebates. One time use only. Pretreat Station Plus Prewash clothes right in the washer
Soak, scrub and wash all in one spot with a built-in faucet and pretreat brush. Education has a
laundry problem. Whirlpool is installing washers and dryers in schools to help. Advanced
Moisture Sensing Help keep clothes from overdrying Sensors track moisture and temperature
and adapt drying times so the cycle ends when it should. Laundry Pedestals Load and unload
easily Pedestals raise your laundry pair to a more comfortable height and provide additional
storage for essentials. Item added to the compare list, you can find it at the end of this page.
Comparing 0 Items. Model: Color: Quantity: Subscribe to Receive :. Proceed to Cart Continue
Shopping. To purchase a water filter subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your
existing account. Your account allows you to track order history and provides for faster, easier
purchasing and customer assistance. Once your account is created, you will be returned to
checkout to complete your purchase. Forgot your Password? Whirlpool will be using the
following information we gathered from the external platform you selected to create your
account. Sign in to unlock lower pricing. Want to be notified when this product is back in stock?
Provide your information below and we'll email you when the product is available for purchase.
We will send you an email when this product is back in stock. Thank you. Color: Chrome
Shadow. Earliest Estimated In-Home Delivery :. To view or manage your wish list, you must
have an account. Simply add detergent once and skip refills for 40 loads. Let the washer guide
you to the right cycle combinations or customize up to 35 of your own to get the right type of
fabric care for whatever you're washing. Get help removing everyday stains with the Steam
Clean option, which gets deep into fabrics with increased wash action and heat. Additional
compartments for bleach and fabric softener make sure any additives get dispensed at just the
right time during the cycle. Wash over three baskets of clothing 3 in a single load and finish
laundry fast with 4. The Sanitize cycle uses increased water temperature to eliminate Your
small, lightly soiled loads will be clean in as little as 15 minutes with the Quick Wash cycle. Give
your most vibrant colors the care they need with the Cold Wash cycle that adjusts wash actions
and time, combined with gentle temperatures, to provide optimal fabric care. The Presoak
option lets you skip soaking outside of the washer. Extra time is added in the washer before the
wash cycle, which starts automatically when the option is complete. Stainless Steel. Light,
Normal, Heavy. Subscribe to Receive :. Total Price:. Our team is doing their best to resolve
these issues and ensure a positive shopping experience, and we appreciate your patience as we
work diligently to address these concerns. Continue Shopping. Session Timed Out Your
session has expired. Kitchen Appliances. Appliance IQ. Home Innovations. Explore Washers.
Shop Washers. Explore Dryers. Shop Dryers. Stacked Laundry Centers. Explore Top Load
Laundry Set. Explore Front Load Laundry Set. Commercial Laundry Equipment. Explore Small
Space Laundry Appliances. Smart Laundry Appliances. Home Solutions. Explore Refrigerators.
Shop All Refrigerators. Shop French Door. Shop Side-by-Side. Shop Top Freezer. Shop Bottom
Freezer. Explore Ranges. Shop Ranges. Explore Cooktops. Shop Cooktops. Wall Ovens.
Explore Wall Ovens. Shop Wall Ovens. Explore Microwaves. Shop Microwaves. Explore
Dishwashers. Shop Dishwashers. Explore Hoods. Shop Hoods. Shop Freezers. Ice Makers.
Shop Ice Makers. Water Filters. Shop Water Filters. Shop Compactors. Smart Kitchen
Appliances. Explore 3rd Rack Dishwashers. Explore Small Space Kitchen Appliances. Explore
Smart Ranges. Explore Low Profile Microwave Hood. Appliance Cleaners. Explore Connected
Appliances. Voice Control. Works with Yummly. Smart Integrations. Product Registration.
Product Help. FAQs and Videos. Connect Your Appliance. Contact Us. Schedule Service. Return
Policy. Payment Options. Extended Service Plans. Buying from Whirlpool. Sign In. Whirlpool
Appliances. Explore Washers Shop Washers. Explore Dryers Shop Dryers. Explore Ranges
Shop Ranges. Explore Cooktops Shop Cooktops. Explore Microwaves Shop Microwaves.
Explore Dishwashers Shop Dishwashers. Explore Hoods Shop Hoods. Create Your Account To
purchase a water filter subscription, you must create an account or sign in to your existing
account. Link Example. Sign in with Facebook. Yes, I'd like to receive occasional special offers,
promotions, or other e-mail marketing communications from Whirlpool and its affiliated brands.
I agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Notice. For more information about our privacy

practices and a list of affiliated brands, please read out Privacy Notice. Create an Account.
Whirlpool Brand U. Temporarily out of stock. Notify me. Please enter a valid email. Yes, I'd like
to receive occasional special offers, promotions, or other e-mail marketing communications
from Whirlpool brand and its affiliated brands. For more information about our privacy practices
and a list of our affiliated brands, please read our Privacy Policy. For more information about
our privacy practices and a list of our affiliated brands, please read our Privacy Notice. Bundle
to Save. Gift Wrap Available Select during checkout. Add to Wish List. Free Delivery. Provide
your ZIP code to check availability in your area. Estimating In-Home Delivery for Your review
was submitted! My review for 4. Post Review. Product Overview 4. Read More Read Less.
Intuitive Controls Let the washer guide you to the right cycle combinations or customize up to
35 of your own to get the right type of fabric care for whatever you're washing. Steam Clean
Option Get help removing everyday stains with the Steam Clean option, which gets deep into
fabrics with increased wash action and heat. Additional Features 4. Capacity Wash over three
baskets of clothing 3 in a single load and finish laundry fast with 4. Sanitize Cycle The Sanitize
cycle uses increased water temperature to eliminate Quick Wash Cycle Your small, lightly soiled
loads will be clean in as little as 15 minutes with the Quick Wash cycle. Cold Wash Cycle Give
your most vibrant colors the care they need with the Cold Wash cycle that adjusts wash actions
and time, combined with gentle temperatures, to provide optimal fabric care. Presoak Option
The Presoak option lets you skip soaking outside of the washer. Product Demos. Recipe
Inspiration. I purchased a Cabrio top load washer and it did not give me near the same level of
serivce lasting about 2. I decided to give Whirlpool, an American Co. Date published: Rated 4
out of 5 by Derek king from Delay wash not on washer I was really excited when I purchased the
washer and brought it home and used it for the first time. Due to the fact that whites and towels
typically take around an hour and a half to two hours to wash because I wash them on sanitary I
like to use the delay wash. Unfortunately Lowes will be coming to pick up this machine due to
the fact that I do not have delay wash on this unit. Rated 4 out of 5 by Crystal06 from Lots of
options, cleans well We purchased this washer because our previous Whirlpool washer finally
quit working after 12 years of use. We figured that we had a lot of luck previously that we would
stick with the same brand. There are a lot of custom washing options which I like. I don't always
want to run a huge load of laundry sometimes I just have a few things that need to go in. The
machine is quiet and seems to get The clothing even more clean than the last machine. I think it
seems to be pretty efficient on water. The only thing I worry about is because everything on this
machine is electronic it is probably going to be pretty pricey if something malfunctions. Rated 4
out of 5 by Experienced washerwoman from Great machine. Love Whirlpool, my last washer and
dryer set lasted 16 years with a few minor repairs. The only complaint that I have about this one
is the instruction manual. For those of us that have not had "load and go" prior, the manual was
very scant on information. I called the service number and the person that answered could not
answer my questions. So my delayed learning curve was accomplished by trial and error. I do
really like the feature now that I know what it will do. The machine is a little noisy on spin, but
that may be due to the installation problems. Will update. The color is fantastic and the
pedestals are taller so my washing aids fit nicely. Happy so far. They come out soapy, dirty, or
looking worn. The machine is loud, and spin cycle vibrates and wobbles even though load is not
lop sided, too heavy, nor is unit un-level. The soap dispenser is cheap and not indicative of how
much soap is in unit. The dryer is not great either, small items become trapped atop lint trap
vent. Going to try and return this to store. So unhappy! Rated 1 out of 5 by Bumed from Control
board went out in the first 5 months Machine cleans good when working. We owned a whirlpool
for years until it finally failed. We replaced it with this model and had periodic trouble with the
control board. It would refuse to start even after the 3 second counter bad design feature. Just
before Memorial Day the washer decided to not wash just sit there and click. Called for warranty
service and it will take 5 working days to get new control board. This is a disaster! Even repair
man said to get extended warranty on this machine because of all the electronic possible
failures. No failure codes just light up and sit there clicking. Rated 1 out of 5 by Jamie95 from
Worst washer ever!!!!!!!! I purchased this washer 9 months ago and have nothing but problems
from it from the beginning. It will shake so bad it shakes the whole house and bangs itself
against the cabinet until it will walk across the floor until the sensor tells it to stop. This
machine is great at cleaning when it works but at this point i'm ready to have it replaced it has
been serviced 3 times. First time was for a water leak, the second was for the spin cycle they
replaced the shocks and springs, Tomorrow they will be out again to service the same issues
with no resolve i'm sure. Rated 2 out of 5 by Cvitt from Not hardly a year in and problems
Started out great - looks nice, washed well! Then the electronic display started going out! You
have to unplug the washer for about mins to get it to reset and work! Now it has started making
a loud noise every time it washes! I called customer service and waited for a long time only to

be told they were closed for training. No way to leave a number, now at to get called back - just
start over at some random time you guess they are done. Quality has definitely changed since
then! Rated 5 out of 5 by Madel from Love features and ease of use I bought this 2 weeks ago
along with the pedestal, so far I have been very happy with performance. Its easy to use. Love
the fact that it has a large bulk container for detergent which makes washing a jiffy, the
reservoir holds It does have the convenience of adding detergent for a single load. Its very quiet
and the controls are self explanatory. It has many combinations for washing cycles and I love
using the sanitizing option with my washing cycle. Another feature I like is that when you select
and customize your washing cycle the next time you select this setting it will remember it. The
pedestal has a large drawer for storage and the best part is that it is deep enough that you can
store your detergents upright, also, has a divider so you can customize the space inside. I'm
glad I purchased this washer. My journey began about 2 months ago when I purchased the
white version of this model. Immediately the washer would squeal during spin and the dryer
would vibrate; literally shaking the whole second story of my house. It took weeks for my local
sears to take them back after a whirlpool sent repair men came out and deemed them
unrepairable. Thinking they were just a fluke I went to another local shop in town and bought
the chrome versions thinking everything would be fine. The delivery men installed and leveled
them. First load in the washer was a disaster. A wiring cover door inside the top of the machine
was hanging open and slamming against the drum which made terrible banging sounds and the
dryer made the same sounds as the old one! I had two more technicians come out to check
them out. The door on the wiring panel snapped back in place which got rid of the banging but
literally a week later the brand-new washer started squealing during spin just like the old one!!!
Dryer is still shaking the whole house. The repairmen could not do anything about it and said
it's "normal. These things are cheaply made and will NOT last a decade let alone a month!!!
Specifications Dimensions. Depth With Door Open 90 Degree. Minimum Height. LCD Touch
Screen. Dispense System. Drum Material. Hoses Included. Cycles and Options. Number of Wash
Cycles. Prop Power Cord Included. Automatic Temperature Controls. Location of Controls.
Works With. Number of Washer Options. Pedestal Options. Number of Rinse Options. Number
of Soil Levels. Number of Spin Speeds. Pre Soak. Soil Selections. Spin Speed Selections.
Temperature Selections. Shop the Line. Where to Buy. Item added to the compare list, you can
find it at the end of this page. Comparing 0 Items. Model: Color: Quantity: Subscribe to Receive
:. Proceed to Cart Continue Shopping. Skip to main content of results for "whirlpool cabrio
washer parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for whirlpool cabrio washer parts. Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Whirlpool W
Latch for Washer. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Whirlpool W Lock. FREE Shipping. Only 5
left in stock - order soon. Whirlpool W Drain Pump. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Appliance information center. Free repair help and troubleshooting. Find your part:. All
rights reserved. Enter your model number. To avoid personal injury or death, always unplug the
appliance or disconnect the power before attempting any repairs. Always turn off the gas at the
source before repairing any gas appliance. Always wear safety glasses when using tools. Keep
loose clothing and hair away from any moving parts. Safety is of major importance when
performing any service or repair on any electrical appliance. By reading this page you state that
you have read and agreed to RepairAve. Troubleshooting Guide. Possible Cause. Washer will
not operate. No electrical power. Check electrical power. Power cord. Check power cord. Open
circuit in timer. Check timer. Short bare wire touching metal. Check all wiring for bare wire or
terminal touching metal. Water will not enter washer. Water faucets closed. Make sure water
faucets are turned "ON". Inlet hoses kinked. Move inlet hoses to prevent kinking. Plugged inlet
hose screens. Remove screens from inlet hoses and clean. Water valve. Check water valve.
Note: Do not tamper with screens. Water level switch. Check water level switch. Water
temperature switch. Check water temperature switch. Loose terminal. Check terminal

connections on above parts. Broken wire in wiring harness. Check for broken wire. Water level
too low. Drive motor will not run. Power Cord. Drive motor overheated. Allow motor thermal
overload to cool. Drive motor start switch. Check start switch. Drive motor. Check drive motor.
Check pump. Close lid. Lid open in last 2 minutes of agitate. Broken wire in wiring. Replace
gearcase. Washer will not agitate. Knock during agitation. Suspension sticking. Clean
suspension plate and pads with liquid detergent. Agitator splines. Check agitator. Tries to
agitate during spin. Broken drive motor coupling. Check drive motor coupling. Does not agitate
or spin but drive motor runs. Water does not drain from washer. Drain hose kinked. Move drain
hose to prevent kinking or replace. Too much suds. Add cold water. Use less detergent.
Incorrect drain height. Read your "Installation Instructions. Plugged drain hose. Remove
obstruction. Lid switch. Check lid switch. Basket is slow or will not spin. Lid open. Weak clutch
spring. Replace clutch spring. Clothes between basket and tub. Remove clothes. Washer leaks
water or splashes water on floor. Hoses not secured. Make sure hose clamps are tight, both
inside and out of the washer. Hose leaks. Check hoses and replace. Use of low water level with
high agitation. Use higher water level. Washer will not spray rinse. Washer will not shut off.
Washer shakes or move
schrader valve diagram
honda crv 2007 interior
honda integra 1998
s around. Shipping material not removed. Remove shipping material. Unbalanced load. Move
clothes evenly around basket. Washer not leveled. Adjust the front feet and ear leveling feet.
Weak flooring. Floor must be solid. Basket ballast missing. Replace basket. Suspension plate.
Check suspension pads. Suspension pads. Tub support. Check tub support. Suspension
springs. Check suspension springs. Water will not shut off. Listen for running water. If you hear
running water, the valve is stuck and must be replaced. Air leak or kink in water level switch
hose. Check hose. Air leak in air dome. Check air dome. No hot water. Check water valve hot
coil. No cold water. Check water valve cold coil. Washer damages clothes. Too much bleach or
fabric softener poured on clothes. Too many clothes. Check basket. Increase water level.
Foreign objects. Timer does not advance. Timer motor. Check timer motor. Washer leaks oil.
Basket won't stop in 7 seconds. Brake show rollers, cam, or lining. Brake squeal.

